A detailed analysis of the motions of cholesterol in biological membranes by 2H-NMR relaxation.
Spin-lattice relaxation, T1z, measurements of [2,2,3,4,4,6-2H6]cholesterol in model membranes of DMPC were performed as a function of temperature, Larmor frequency and position of labelling in the fused ring system. The results are interpreted according to a hierarchy of motions, such that motion i of correlation time tau i reduces the residual ordering set, characterizing motions i-1, i-2, etc..., by the amount Si = d(2)00(beta i), where beta i is the angle between the axes of motional averaging of motions i and i-1, respectively and d(2)00 is the Wigner rotation matrix element. The appearance of minima in the temperature dependence of T1z for cholesterol, at 46.1 MHz and 30.7 MHz, and the scaling of these T1z (min) according to the orientation of each individual C-2H bond with respect to the axis of motional averaging of cholesterol, allows assignment of the sterol axial rotation to the second fastest motion, characterized by a correlation time of 3.2 X 10(-9) s at 25 degrees C and an activation energy of 32 +/- 5 kJ X mole-1. The fastest motion of cholesterol in DMPC could be a very rapid libration, 'wobbling', which does not contribute significantly to the T1z relaxation of cholesterol at physiological temperatures and Larmor frequencies smaller than 50 MHz, but does reduce the ordering of the cholesterol molecule in DMPC from S0 = 1 to S1 = 0.8, at 25 degrees C.